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	Forex
	CFDs
	Futures
	Commodities
	Forex options
	Listed options



INVESTMENT PRODUCTS
	Stocks
	Bonds
	ETFs
	Funds
	Managed portfolios & investments



PRICING
	Pricing overview
See spreads and commissions for all asset classes
	General charges
See the commissions, charges and margin schedule
	Margin information
Review the margin requirements for leveraged trading
	Trading conditions
Find more details about trading our products
	Earn interest on your account
With no lock-in, tracking the market rate







 Platforms 
	Platform overview
Find a platform that fits your trading and investment needs




	SaxoTraderGO
Trade and invest on our powerful, award-winning platform
	SaxoTraderPRO
Discover our professional-grade platform, built for advanced traders




	Connectivity & APIs
Explore ways to connect to our capital market infrastructure
	Third-party tools
View our marketplace of third-party software









 Accounts ACCOUNT TYPES
	Saxo account
Access all asset classes at industry-leading prices
	Joint account
Create an account with a family member
	Corporate account
Benefit from dedicated support and a professional-grade platform
	Professional account
See the criteria for reclassifying as an elective professional client




	ISA account
Make the most of your tax-free allowance
	SIPP account
Make your own pension investment decisions
	Trust account
Invest your trust fund through our platforms



LOYALTY
	VIP benefits
Get our best prices, priority support and exclusive event invitations
	Saxo Rewards
Collect reward points to qualify for account upgrades
	Refer a friend
Introduce like-minded traders to Saxo and earn rewards
	Portfolio-based margin account
Take advantage of our advanced margin model for professional clients
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 Inspiration Trade inspiration
	All
	Equities
	Forex
	Bonds
	Commodities
	Macro
	Thought Starters




	Become a better trader
Learn how to trade and invest at your own pace
	Market Call Podcast
Listen to the SaxoStrats’ daily podcast covering the latest market developments
	Your week ahead 
Watch our experts discuss the week ahead in markets, what to consider and potential trading and investing ideas. 




	Events and Webinars
Get an overview of upcoming events and webinars
	Meet SaxoStrats
Meet our team of experts and go straight to their latest articles
	Videos
Recorded conversations with market experts
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	Contact details
	Sustainability at Saxo



CORPORATE
	Investor relations
	Media centre
	Thought leadership
	Careers
	In the press



LEGAL
	General business terms
	Privacy policy
	Risk warning
	Protection of funds







 Support GET HELP
	Visit the support centre
Find quick answers to your questions online



POPULAR TOPICS
	Opening an account
	Funding and withdrawals
	Video guides
	Using our trading platforms




	Manage your account
	Technical support
	Trading costs
	Trading our products







For institutions

	  Search on home.saxo      search.accessibility.search  

 General.Accessibility.Close     Cancel  
Sorry, we couldn't find anything related to your search.
Here are the results of the most common searches:

	Open Account
	SaxoTraderGO Login
	Pricing/Margin Overview
	Funding Instructions


	Market Insights
	Refer a friend programme
	Forex Trading Hours
	Orders and Execution Statistics


	Careers at Saxo
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  Back Manage Consent
Details Cookies
   United Kingdom  
Important margin product information
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 64% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs, FX or any of our other products work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.




Cookie policy
Our websites use cookies to offer you a better browsing experience by enabling, optimising, and analysing site operations, as well as to provide personalised ad content and allow you to connect to social media. By choosing “Accept all” you consent to the use of cookies and the related processing of personal data. Select “Manage consent” to manage your consent preferences. You can change your preferences or retract your consent at any time via the cookie policy page. Please view our cookie policy and our privacy policy.
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CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 64% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider.
 Show more 
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 64% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs, FX or any of our other products work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Losses can exceed deposits on some products.
 Show less 

















Invest tax-free in a Saxo stocks & shares ISA before the 5th April deadline
You are running out of time to make the most of your £20,000 tax-free allowance. Open an ISA today.


Open an ISA
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Premium investing, without the premium price tag.
Elevate your investing game. Discover $1 commission* on US stocks, £3 for UK stocks and explore our unparalleled range of funds, options, bonds, FX, CFDs & more.

Open account See prices

*other fees apply




Open account See prices
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Invest tax-free in a Saxo stocks & shares ISA 
 before the 5th April deadline
You are running out of time to make the most of your £20,000 tax-free allowance.
 Open an ISA today.


Open an ISA
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Invest in a wide universe of funds for less
Diversify your portfolio and have your money managed by the world's 
 top fund managers from zero commission and just 0.1% custody fees


Learn more
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Closing the investing gender gap
Some of the financial industry’s most inspiring female executives shed light
 on the pivotal role women play in shaping their own financial destinies.


Learn more











	Self-managed investing

 Everything you need to manage your own investments





	Managed portfolios

 Automated investing and trading strategies at a low cost





	Intuitive trading tools

 Investment platforms for different needs and experience levels





	Expert insights

 In-platform market research, learning resources and more
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SELF-MANAGED INVESTING
Invest in stocks or trade on leverage
Choose from a wide range of products for cash and margin trading, across global markets. Whatever you trade, get what you need to make confident decisions from advanced tools, trading inspiration and market research. 
Stocks ETFs Bonds Funds  
 Leveraged products
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PRICING
Trade with low commissions and tight spreads
With Saxo you get a transparent pricing structure and a secure and regulated trading environment. As an active trader you can also qualify for lower fees and extra benefits.



See our prices
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Analyse, optimise and manage your risk with trading tools tailored to your needs



Discover our platforms
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INSIGHTS
Sharpen your strategy with curated market research
Do you want to quickly take the pulse of a market or research ESG-focused investments? From live market updates to in-depth macro analysis, your Saxo account gives you access to impactful insights, directly in your trading platform.



Preview insights
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  Trading hoursTrade on your time with US extended hours trading
Trade on your time with US extended hours trading
Trade US stocks from 7 am to 5 pm ET. React quickly to breaking news and earnings announcements, and manage risk in real time when markets move outside of regular hours trading.











 





ABOUT SAXO
We have been there for investors since 1992
We founded this company with one goal in mind and that was to make investing accessible to everyone. That has been and will continue to be the driving force behind our easy-to-use platform, smart tools and expert inspiration, so you can make better investment decisions and achieve your life's financial goals.



Discover Saxo
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MANAGED PORTFOLIOS
Let the experts trade for you
Invest in a portfolio managed by experts to target the highest long-term returns for your risk appetite.
Managed portfolios
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“Saxo Group is great”
I have tried a few different investing groups before these fellows and frankly none of the other main stream outlets let you access half of the services that Saxo has.
Saxo lets you have a free demo try before you put any money down, so you can get a feel for the UI and various options available to you before you commit money.

Guy
Uses SaxoTraderGO




“Saxo is my first choice for stocks”
I’ve been a client for 7 years. I am very happy with the platform, pricing, answers to my requests. I am also very happy with the professionalism and the effectiveness of my account manager.
Vassilis
Uses SaxoTraderGO




“Thousands of stocks worldwide”
Thousands of stocks worldwide with excellent basket allocation of stock groups.
Denis
Uses SaxoTraderGO




“A great broker ”
A great broker with an excellent platform, giving access to so many assets and products. The best part, in my experience with Saxo, is the detailed fundamental data and information grouped and relevant according to asset classes. In conclusion, you take what you pay for.
Evagelos
Uses SaxoTraderGO











260,000+


Daily trades



1,000,000+


Clients



70+ bn


GBP client assets



15+ bn


GBP daily trade volume
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 Ready to get started?


Open account
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 40 Bank Street, 26th floor
E14 5DA
London
United Kingdom 

Contact Saxo
Select region
 United Kingdom
   United Kingdom
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    CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 64% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs, or any of our other products work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. The value of your investments can go down as well as up. Losses can exceed deposits on some margin products. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit. All trading carries risk. 
Trade Responsibly
 All trading carries risk. To help you understand the risks involved we have put together a series of Key Information Documents (KIDs) highlighting the risks and rewards related to each product. Read more
 Additional Key Information Documents are available in our trading platform.
Saxo Markets is a registered Trading Name of Saxo Capital Markets UK Ltd (‘SCML’). SCML is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Firm Reference Number 551422. Registered address: 26th Floor, 40 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5DA. Company number 7413871. Registered in England & Wales.
This website, including the information and materials contained in it, are not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in the United States, Belgium or any other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation.
It is important that you understand that with investments, your capital is at risk. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. It is your responsibility to ensure that you make an informed decision about whether or not to invest with us. If you are still unsure if investing is right for you, please seek independent advice. Saxo Markets assumes no liability for any loss sustained from trading in accordance with a recommendation.
Apple, iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
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X
Your browser cannot display this website correctly.

Our website is optimised to be browsed by a system running iOS 9.X and on desktop IE 10 or newer. If you are using an older system or browser, the website may look strange. To improve your experience on our site, please update your browser or system.





